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JFK Conspiracy Theories Part I

Thursday, November 17h, 2016

11-11-16 This report was obstructed all week (hit attempt yesterday, brain bashing to induce memory loss, drugging me
yesterday, you know the usual).

Theory 1
The perpetrators investigated themselves (orchestrated the hit and sat on the Warren commission)
Theory 2
It’s no coincidence that the name Dulles, sounds like Dallas, the CIA chief fired by JFK, and who sat on
the Warren commission. The CIA is suspected of orchestrating the assassination, after JFK threatened to
cut them into a thousand little pieces, and transferred some of their paramilitary operations to the
pentagon.
Theory 3
Cruschev was thrust into power, to mess with JFK (who was yet to be elected), which included the
Cuban Missile Crisis. Two months after the CMC, Cruschev is invited to Disneyland, on the 97th
anniversary of the KKK (who didn’t like JFK). The CMC occurring on the 28th parallel is symbolic, since
Columbus discovered America on the 28th parallel, and Robert E Lee, died on the 378th anniversary of
Columbus discovery of America.
Robert E Lee is the symbolic epitome of the South during the Civil war. In fact Lee’s name is reversed in
the name of the person who designed the World Trade Center. Just coincidentally 9-11 was the 140th
anniversary of Lee’s first Civil War battle, where he led the South on Cheat Hill. Coincidentally Lee was
fatally ill for 14 dayz. Lee became fatally ill on 9-28, and JFK’s wife was born on the 28th, JFK arrived in
Dallas at gate 28, in the 28th state, and the World Trade Center stood for 28 years, and 2nd tower came
down at 1028am. So its all about Lee and the Civil war, 152 years ago. Of course there’s the coincidence
that Lee died at age 63, and JFK was shot in 1963.
Also Cruschev was born on the 400th anniversary year of Columbus, and JFK was shot at 400 Elm street.
The number 40 is symbolic of 8, since both numbers hold the same position on the clock.
Theory 4
Also JFK died at exactly 1pm at Parkland, the same time Lee showed up at the Appomattix court house,
to surrender. JFK was also born on the 52nd anniversary of Amnesty for the rebs (52 is symbolic of the
word revolution, coincidentally Trump takes office on the 152nd anniversary year, of the Civil war).
Carter was 52 when he took control in 1977, and runs a construction company called “habitat for the
humanity”. It turns out 1977 is the 100th anniversary year of the Reconstruction act (hated by the KKK,
who vowed to “avenge the Yankee government of reconstruction”). Also AA77 hit the newly
reconstructed portion of the pentagon, during 9-11, and MR T (the WTC construction supervisor
“C’mon! Hurry it Up!”) worked on floor 77 of the World Trade center.
Of course we all know about the 52 hostages held for 444 days (365+79 dayz), in 1979 (365=52 weeks,
and 365 days is one revolution around the sun ). Through the years Iran has been the excuse for bilking
consumers at the pump. In the 70’s there were protests nationwide, when gas hit on dollar per gallon,

now nobody cares “4.50 per gallon? uh ok, somebody’s gettin rich ”. For obvious reasons, these
powerful people resist clean renewable energy, and call global warming a hoax.
Theory 5
Ozwald’s death was faked, to throw off the blood hounds. He was born the same year The Wizard of OZ
came out.
Ozwald worked for the CIA, spreading disinformation and propaganda, before the hit. He probably knew
the shooters, the 3 hobo’s that were caught in railroad cars (apparently the same guyz who broke into
the DNC HQ, in 1972 June 17th). One of the hobo’s looked like a Nixon top aid (initials HH, symbolic for
88. Coincidentally the Warren commission report was 888 pages). 8 is symbolic for August.
Coincidentally all 4 flights did figure 8’s during 9-11, and all the major World Trade Center events
happen in august. It was also in August that Bush returned to DC, 11 days before 9-11.
Officer Tippet was never shot.
Theory 6
JFK was actually threatened on 11-13 (days before he was shot in a turkey shoot), the 34th anniversary of
the 1929 stock crash (the same year the shadow government gained power), with “nobody wounds us
with impunity”. The number 13 is symbolic of the 13th amendment, which freed the slaves (considered
3/5 citizen). JFK of course was the 35th president, and was married in 1953, with 53 being the reverse of
35. Also 3/5 comes out to 60% citizen, and just by coincidence the 35th prezident was elected in 1960,
and 9-11 was the 60th anniversary of the pentagon’s construction. Ozwald was also interrogated for 60
minutes in room 317 (March 17th is Irish what day?). So the issue of slavery (which sparked the Civil war)
still lives on after all these years.
Theory 6
The 1929 stock crash ended on 11-13 under the 31st prez, with 31 being the symbolic reversal of 13, and
the 13th amendment. After the event, the elite had the poor masses (slaves) build gigantic monuments,
which still stand today. Bush arrived in DC on the 31st, 11 days before 9-11, and Bush41 and Bush43,
seem to say “for 13”. Also the fireman’s hat bush wore while standing on the rubble, was #164, and by
coincidence, 1929 is 64 years after the Civil war, and flight AA77 had 64 passengers.
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